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Presentation Summary
• Brief overview of past and present EPRI experiences
related to contact voltages
• Brief overview of the 2005-2009 EPRI Stray Voltage
Strategic Roadmap
• Some items where definitions will help support
measurement protocols
• A few supporting examples of “induced voltages” and
“harmonic NEV” that demonstrate the need for an IEEE
guide that focuses at least “in part” on standardized
measurement protocols
• Suggestions on Future Stray Voltage Work
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Questions and Concerns Fielded by the EPRI
Solutions Power Quality Hotline 1994-2006
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personnel safety concerns related to touch potentials
Animal contact area concerns related to health and productivity impacts
Residential water and gas pipe shocking concerns
Harmonic frequency voltages imposed on industrial gas lines
Power circuit resonance conditions creating elevated NEV levels
Shocking concerns with boat docks
Insulated metallic pipe corrosion concerns
Impacts of power line carrier communications technologies and other
transient generating devices at contact locations
Impacts of new gas and water line installations in power line right of ways
Induced voltages onto fences and light poles
Tingling sensations at swimming pools and outdoor water faucets
Different opinions on measurement equipment specifications, measurement
protocols and measurement durations
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EPRI Stray Voltage Research Roadmap
• The prioritized research plan identified five areas of
opportunity where supplemental or new research was
needed:
– Test and measurement protocols
– Modeling and simulation guidelines
– Test equipment and mitigation methods
– Technology transfer Informational website
– Regulatory guidance (NEV and MOEV baselines and
what voltage levels are not a concern)
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EPRI Program 128 Base Research Project
Objectives and Solutions
• EPRIs present industry support plans related to elevated
neutral to earth voltage and metallic object to earth
voltage concerns
2005 – Informational website, measurement protocols
2006 – Develop distribution system modeling and
simulation guidelines
2007 – Testing on mitigation and measurement devices
and perform survey of NEV levels on distribution
systems
2008 – 09 Regulatory informational support, design
“best practices” and other R&D as directed by the
project sponsors
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Some Examples of Past EPRI Research
• The subject is not new….. in fact research into suspected animal contact impacts go
back to the 1940’s and the range of issues cover the spectrum for current effects to
advance mitigation strategies
– EPRI TR 114340 “Stray Voltage Sensitivity Levels for Dairy Cattle, Swine, and
Poultry”
– Document Resolving Residential Pool Shocking Concerns
– EPRI EL-3106 V1, V2, V3, V4 This report series addresses complex common
corridor coupling problems for overhead electric power transmission lines and
buried natural gas pipelines
– Modeling and simulation results on the impact of automated meter reading
technologies at animal contact points
– Dozens of field investigations involving dairy farms, gas pipelines, swimming
pools, hot tubs and other stray voltage sources
– Distribution wide NEV assessment modeling
– EPRI 1010652 Neutral to Earth Voltage and Urban Stray Voltage Measurement
Protocols: Test Equipment and Procedures
– Five wire distribution demonstration project in upstate NY
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Example of Coupling to a Pipeline EL-3106

Source: EPRI EL-3106
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Example Trending Correlation of Circuit
Currents (yellow/pink) to NEV (green)
Distribution System Current Levels Versus "Pipeline to Earth" Voltage Levels at Gas Meter
14
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Example of Harmonic NEV Concerns
• The primary objectives of the EPRI research was to
better understand the means of reducing neutral-toremote earth voltage (NEV) levels on the primary
power distribution circuits
• The results of the modeling efforts enable a better
understanding of the methods and software
programs that can be used to reduce NEV levels at
customer connection points
• The results allow for simultaneous estimates of the
NEV levels that at different points along distribution
circuits
• This also provides a way to compare solutions form
both a cost and a relative improvement perspective
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Harmonic NEV is not new either…. Conrad
et. al. assessed the problems 10 years ago!
Balanced Three Phase Circuit
I A = I a sin(ωt )
I B = I b sin(ωt − 120° )
I C = I c sin(ωt + 120° )
I N = I A + I B + IC = 0

Balanced Circuit with Single− Phase Loads
I 3rdA = I 3rda sin(3ωt )

[
]
sin[3(ωt + 120 )]

I 3rdB = I 3rdb sin 3(ωt − 120° )
I 3rdC = I 3rdc

°

I 3rdN = I 3rdA + I 3rdB + I 3rdC = 3 * I 3rda sin(3ωt )

Source: L. Conrad et. al., Electric Shock and Elevated EMF Levels Due to Triplen Harmonics’
IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, Volume 11, No. 2, April 1996
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Modeling and Simulation – What parameters
were varied or evaluated in the models?
• Neutral conductors
• Grounding
– Resistance of the substation grid
– Resistance of the circuit pole ground
• Capacitor Banks
– Grounded versus ungrounded
• Circuit Loading
– Winter loading vs summer loading
• Harmonic filter configurations
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NEV Mitigation Priorities
• Individual Customer Bonding/Grounding/Isolation
• Load Balancing (10 percent? – 5 percent?)
• Neutral Impedance Assessment
• Harmonic Resonance Assessment
– Ungrounded Capacitors
– Tuned Harmonic Filters
• Neutral Impedance Reduction
• Grounding Assessment
– Earth Resistivity?
– Average Ground Rod Resistance
– Aggregate Services and Customer Ground Resistance
– Substation Ground Grid Resistance
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Generic NEV (and MOEV) Evaluation
Priorities
• Adequate call handling and response procedures
• Safe and accurate measurement protocols
• Adequate instrumentation and personnel training
• Consistent documentation for reporting and analysis
• Understanding of all the possible causes
• A procedure for “peeling the onion” start with all
possibilities and systematically narrowing down the list
• Preventive maintenance and spot monitoring
• Design guidelines
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Measurement Protocols
• Much of the work in the area of diagnosing and resolving
undesirable contact voltage potentials requires accurate
and repeatable measurement protocols
• The IEEE WG on Stray Voltage has an opportunity to
assist the industry in this area
• The protocol is not simply a three page spreadsheet to
fill in the blanks
• Considerations range from training personnel to
selecting the correct, equipment for the task at hand, and
implementing the proper measurement and
documentation procedures
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Measurement Protocols
• If done properly, a consistent and repeatable
measurement protocol should answer a lot of the
questions that may arise during an investigation
– Why did the voltage I measured last week disappear?
– What is the source of the elevated contact voltage?
– Why did the voltage go away when I measured with a
resistance in the circuit?
– Why do I get different readings with two different
instruments?
– Why does the selected reference point change my
voltage reading?
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Test and Measurement Equipment
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Measurement Section Should Focus on
“Recommended Practice”

Figure source: IEEE Std 1100 – 2006 Recommended Practice on Powering and Grounding Electronic Equipment
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Measurement Section Should Detail the
Equipment and “Other” Considerations used in
the Assessment
• Use of trending versus snapshot for time of days and
source correlations
• Harmonics and the importance of understanding the
spectral content of the NEV
• Pen Lights
• Hand Held Meters
• Data Loggers
• Multi Channel Recorders
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Measurement Objectives
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Procedures may require different actions
based on the levels measured

Source: Neutral to Earth Voltage and Urban Stray Voltage Measurement Protocols:
Test Equipment and Procedures. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2005. 1010652
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Procedures should include grounding and
bonding assessments
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Procedures may have some differences
when unintentional energization occurs
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Equipment and Step by
Step and Procedures

Source: Neutral to Earth Voltage and Urban Stray Voltage Measurement Protocols:
Test Equipment and Procedures. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2005. 1010652
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Equipment Calibrations

• Chapter Concept:
– Develop a simple means of
checking your equipment and
documenting it’s accuracy before
doing any “for the record” testing
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Final Comments
• IEEE Stray Voltage Working Group is in a position to
assist the industry with:
– Measurement procedures and guidelines that result in
accurate repeatable results
– Information on equipment specifications, calibration
procedures, and measurement point connection and
reference consideration to promote correct
measurements
– Case studies and examples that promote application
of optimized mitigation techniques when necessary
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